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Order those packing boxes and
get decluttering: remove nik-
naks, personal items including
photos, anything that cannot fit
into cupboard space for photos
and viewings.

#Declutter

Brighten up the walls, remove dark
or individual colours and choose
something neutral like stone or
pale hues such as those in the
image. Try to avoid "magnolia" as
it's rather out of date!

#PAINT
REFRESH

Don't just wipe the worktops, this is
a proper "Spring Clean" time,
skirting boards, light fittings,
windows, grouting, chrome, glass -
it all needs cleaning.

#THOROUGH
CLEAN



If you smoke or have pets you are
likely to have odours, often ones that
you just don't realise are there as you
have got used to them. Use
professional shampoo carpets,
curtains and upholstery. Remove
pets and open the windows before
viewings take place.

#REMOVE
ODOUR

Brighten up the walls, remove dark
or individual colours and choose
something neutral like stone or pale
hues such as those in the image. Try
to avoid "magnolia" as it's rather out
of date!

#MOVE THE  
BOXES

Cut the lawn, prune the shrubs, brush
up the fallen leaves, including removing
overhand from the gutters, weed the
pathways - especially the path up to the
front door, hire a patio power washer if
possible to really get the paving
sparkling.

#TIDY THE
GARDEN



Make sure that your rubbish bins are
out of sight. If you do not have
anywhere to move them, perhaps ask a
neighbour if they would mind homing
the bins whilst your marketing photos
and viewings are taking place. There is
nothing worse than having the front of
your house cluttered with rubbish.

#HIDE THE
RUBBISH

You only have 3 seconds to make a first
impression, so make the most of them.
Consider your curb appeal, add a
hanging basket at the door, polish the
door knocker, make some fresh coffee,
light a smelly candle on the
mantlepiece, add some fresh flowers
to the dining table.

#FINISHING
TOUCHES

Not only is it welcoming to your viewer
if they can park on the driveway, rather
than trying to spot a space on the road,
but it also means they can see all of the
property & garage with a clear view.
That will help with your initial curb
appeal and your marketing photos.

#CLEAR
DRIVEWAY



GET IN TOUCH 
TO BOOK YOUR PROPERTY
VALUATION FOR SALE OR

LETTING
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